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Chapter3: Cells And How They Work




Chapter Questions

Section: Chapter Questions




Problem  1RQ: Describe the general functions of the following in a eukaryotic cell: the plasma membrane,...
Problem  2RQ: Which organelles are in the endomembrane system?
Problem  3RQ: Distinguish between the following pairs of terms: a. diffusion; osmosis b. passive transport; active...
Problem  4RQ: What do enzymes do in metabolic reactions?
Problem  5RQ: In aerobic cellular respiration, which reactions occur only in the cytoplasm? Which ones occur only...
Problem  6RQ: For the diagram of the aerobic pathway shown in the next column, fill in the number of molecules of...
Problem  1SQ: The plasma membrane __________. a. surrounds the cytoplasm b. separates the nucleus from the...
Problem  2SQ: The _________ is responsible for a eukaryotic cells shape, internal organization, and cell movement.
Problem  3SQ: Cell membranes consist mainly of a _________. a. carbohydrate bilayer and proteins b. protein...
Problem  4SQ 
Problem  5SQ: The passive movement of a solute through a membrane protein down its concentration gradient is an...
Problem  6SQ: Match each organelle with its correct function.
Problem  7SQ: Which of the following statements is not true? Metabolic pathways _____. a. occur in a stepwise...
Problem  8SQ: Enzymes _______. a. enhance reaction rates b. are affected by pH c. act on specific substrates d....
Problem  9SQ: Match each substance with its correct description
Problem  10SQ: Cellular respiration is completed in the ______. a. nucleus b. mitochondrion c. plasma membrane d....
Problem  11SQ 
Problem  12SQ: In a mitochondrion, where are the electron transport systems and enzymes required for ATP formation...
Problem  1CT 
Problem  2CT: Jogging is considered aerobic exercise because the cardiovascular system (heart and blood vessels)...
Problem  3CT: Section 3.17 mentions that arsenic poisons human cells because it halts the production of ATP. This...
Problem  4CT: The cells of your body never use nucleic acids as an energy source. Can you suggest a reason why?

Problem 1RQ: Describe the general functions of the following in a eukaryotic cell: the plasma membrane,...
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Q: 12. Below is a diagram of a cell. Which of the following is true?
a. The cell is a plant cell,…
A: 

Q: What's More ali bna sns
Table Completion
Direction: Complete the table below by identifving the…
A: The cell membrane is a biological barrier that divides the inside of all cells from their…

Q: I.
Under each type of cell, write check mark if the cell structure is
present and x mark if absent.…
A: Based on cell type present in an organism they are broadly classified as prokaryotes and eukaryotes.…

Q: Q1: What structures do prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells have in common? Q2: What cellular processes…
A: Prokaryotic cells are the cells that do not have a well-defined nucleus and membrane-bound…

Q: Can you please answer question 26, 34 and 35
A: Hello. Since you have posted multiple questions and not specified which question needs to be solved,…

Q: 1. Receptors sitting in the plasma membrane always have the following domains

a.Domain with kinase…
A: Endosomes:
In eukaryotic cells, endosomes are a collection of internal sorting organelles. They are…

Q: A. Identify the following parts of the cell using a 3-D model of an animal cell
Plasma
membrane…
A: The organelles of the animal cell are :

Q: One of the primary symtoms of Covid 19 is fatigue. This is due to a lack of oxygen from your lungs…
A: The organelle which is affected by lack of oxygen needed to make energy for cell is known as…

Q: 95. Which of the following could play a major role in the entry of a ligand into an animal cell?…
A: Ligands  are signalling molecules that enters the cell as an initial step of a complex pathway.The…

Q: 020-2
b My Qu
X All Cha
Nazare
Permis
h BIO210
Co X
Master
Anator
Chapte…
A: Connective tissue is a group of tissues present in the body that maintains the form of the body and…

Q: please just true or false

 

1-In human, DNA is organized into chromosomes during the division…
A: A cell can be defined as the basic unit which joined to form the tissue. It consists of the cell…

Q: Which process is
targeted first by
this drug?
In which cellular compartment/
structure/organelle…
A: Some drugs disrupt microtubules, which are structures that pull the chromosomes apart when a cell…

Q: What property of stem cells makes them interesting to scientists?
A: Stem cells are special human cells that are able to develop into many different cell types.

Q: Draw the phases of mitosis for a cell with a chromosome number of 4.
Please answer also number 9-11.…
A: 

Q: Match the organelle with it’s function
Group of answer choices
A: Organelles are specific and specialized structures present within a cell, which perform the various…

Q: 10. The protein integrin binds to actin filaments and, by binding to proteins like fibronectins,…
A: Answer.
Cell adhere to each other and to the extracellular matrix through cell surface proteins…

Q: Communication between the cytoplasm and the nucleoplasm is provided for by this part of the nucleus?…
A: The endoplasmic reticulum is a type of cell organelle that is found in the eukaryotic cells. The…

Q: Function
Structures
1. Composed of proteins and rRNAs
2. Region in prokaryotes contains a chromosome…
A: Cell is the structural and functional unit of the living organisms. it has various organelles to…

Q: 17.List the cytoskeleton in the order to increasing size
Name of the
Protein it is
cytoskeleton
made…
A: The cytoskeleton is a structure that helps cells maintain their shape and internal organization, and…

Q: it consists of cellulose and glycoproteins that protect and provide structural support to the cell…
A: Since you have asked multiple questions , we will solve the first question for you. If you want any…

Q: essages | Schoology
StudentVUE
t Grade bool: - Google Sheets
9 Schoology
Its Elemental - Ele.
ge…
A: Cell is the structural unit of a tissue.
The cellular metabolism is processed by cellular machinery.…

Q: ar 12
* 22% I
A docs.google.com
Which cell organelle is not paired with its proper functions? *
A.…
A: A cell is the basic structural and functional unit of life. It contains different organelles with…

Q: [#142] How many cells are you?
How many cells in a human? Assume that cells have a typical size of…
A: Humans are made up of trillions of cells. Recent research shows that the human body is made up of 30…

Q: Match the following with what organelle (one per blank) it is designated to go (letter
can be used…
A: According to the question, we have to make a match the following with what organelle. So, let us…

Q: délivery/start/5381544436?action3Donresume&submissionld=648298410
POSSIB
Eukaryotic cells are more…
A: INTRODUCTION
Prokaryotes
These are smaller organisms which are less complex than Eukaryotes.

Q: Cell membrane
Mitochondrion
Secretory vesicles
Golgi apparatus
Nucleus
Smooth Endoplasmic Reticulum…
A: Cell is the morphological and physiological unite of life. Cell is broadly classified as the…

Q: 3
...| 6
e of cell
Typically 0.2-2.0 m m in diameter
Typically 10-100 mm in diameter
ucleus
No…
A: Ans 1) Ribosomes are smaller in prokaryotes because of the small subunit which functions as reading…

Q: histology:
A: There are four major liver cell types are found; hepatocytes, Kupffer cells, hepatic stellate cells,…

Q: 10. Identify the specific structure and predominant protein that comprise this structure.
11.…
A: Cardiac myofibril is composed of muscle cells, which helps in the contraction and relaxation…

Q: 17 What locks all transmembrane proteins in the bilayer?
a) Chemical bonds that form between the…
A: Introduction:

Membrane proteins are protein molecules that are attached to or linked with the…

Q: Classification (tabulate: classification,function, structure, example)

Structural Proteins-silk…
A: 

Q: EGO
SA
A newconnect.mheducation.com
Assignments: BIOL 189 1004 - 2020 Sprg
Connect Post-lecture…
A: Improvement of microscopes continued in the nineteenth century, and paved the way to reveal details…

Q: Listen
96
73 Membranes and the Export of Proteins
Key Idea: The synthesis, packaging and movement of…
A: Endomembrane system: - it is a system through which the cell modify, package and transport the…

Q: Can you please solve this question and show all of the steps
A: Plant cells are eukaryotic cells that are present in green plants. On the other hand, an animal cell…

Q: Q/Choose between parentheses 1-the cell cycle included three phases are........ *…
A: The nuclear shell, endoplasmic reticulum (ER), Golgi apparatus, vesicles and other organelles…

Q: А.
CELLULAR STRUCTURE AND BIOMOLECULE
1 & 2. Give two unique properties of the organelles emphasized…
A: We are authorized to answer one question at a time since you have not mentioned which question you…

Q: MICROGRAPH
No. & Letter
TYPICAL DRAWING
Nucleus & chrön
STRUCTURE
10 H
Envelope & pores:
Nucleus…
A: Function- nucleus and chromatin-
Nucleus-The nucleus directs and regulates the cell's functions…

Q: Select all that apply to Ribosomes.

 
 
made of RNA and protein

 
composed of 2 subunits

 
have a…
A: Qiestion - Select all that apply to Ribosomes.

 







A.) 






made of RNA and protein…

Q: QIV. Determine if the level of organization is molecular or cellular. Tick True if molecular. Tick…
A: Level of structural organization is order wise / hierarchical structure of the body from the simple…

Q: For each characteristic choose the cytoskeleton components to which it applies. either
a.…
A: intermediate filament - 2, 4, 14 ( tonofilaments)

Q: Help with question Animal and plant cells have different structures. Provide two structures found in…
A: Plant cells differ from animal cells by the presence of structures like plastids, cell walls, and…

Q: Identity_Sound+of+Waves (1). x
S Forrar (wrap) y decorar tu libre
S Schoold
A…
A: INTRODUCTION
Molecules flows from a region of higher concentration to a region of lower…

Q: Assignment 4
Focus Point
Compare and describe the following Prokaryotic and Eukaryotic cell…
A: Compare and describe the following Prokaryotic and Eukaryotic cell
structure/functions:
General…

Q: Laboratory Activity - The animal cell and its components
A. Identify the following parts of the cell…
A: The part of the cell organelle from 1 to 21 those are correct answers 
In 3-D model in animal cell…

Q: Downloads/OCR ExamBuider e
4um
Fig. 17.2
i) The diameter of the Kupffer cell in the image is 9.1 cm.…
A: Introduction
Kupffer cells are specialised cells that are sticky to the vascular cells that make up…

Q: B. For numbers 8-10, write True if the sta
2-11e5-ignut
8. Ribosomes, the main organelle involved in…
A: Note: sorry, Please note that as per our company's honor code we cannot attempt an essay. Please try…
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This question has been solved!
Explore an expertly crafted, step-by-step solution for a thorough understanding of key concepts.
[image: trending now] This is a popular solution! 
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Learn more about Types of communication
Need a deep-dive on the concept behind this application? Look no further. Learn more about this topic, biology and related others by exploring similar questions and additional content below.


Similar questions


	Please answer fast
Components of eukaryotic cells and their function: cell walls, flagella, cilia, contractile
vacuole, nucleus, nucleolus, Golgi apparatus, chloroplasts, centrosomes,
mitochondria, lysosomes, RER, SER, cytoskeleton
 
• Virulent factors




Please add draw out the Eukaryotic cell (animal) and include a detailed key that indicates where each part is. I would be nice to add color! It is not needed, but adding references will help more! 
 




Organelle


Model Key


Function


Disease


Reference


Visualized with what type of microscope?




Plasma Membrane


 


Controls the movement of substances in and out of the cell


Hypertension


 


Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM)




Nucleus


 


Stores generic material and controls cell activities


Leukemia


 


Fluorescence Microscope




Mitochondria


 


Produces energy through cellular respiration


Mitochondrial Diseases


 


Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM)




Endoplasmic Reticulum


 


Involved in protein synthesis and lipid metabolism


Congenital Disorders


 


Immunofluorescence Microscope




Golgi Apparatus


 


Modifies, sorts, and packages proteins for transport


Alzheimer’s Disease


 


Confocal Microscope




Lysosomes


 


Contain enzymes…




Briefly describe the structure and function of each of the following: plasma membrane, chromatin, nucleus, nucleolus, rough endoplasmic reticulum (rough ER), Golgi complex, lysosomes, mitochondria, microfilaments, microtubules, intermediate filaments, centrioles, basal body (kinetosome), tight junction, gap junction, desmosome, glycoprotein, microvilli.






	Please give some differences between endoplasmic reticulum and golgi body?




Please ASAP. thanku.
dysfunction of this organelle leads to accumulation of damaged proteins in the cell.
A. Golgi complex
B. Proteasome
C. Mitochondria
D. Lysosome
2.




13. One of the following represents parts of an animal cell?A) Chloroplast, Cell wall, Vacuole, Cell membrane, Nucleus.B) Cell membrane, Nucleus, Vacuole, Mitochondria, Cell wall.C) Cell membrane, Nucleus, Vacuole, Mitochondria, Ribosome.D) Cell wall, Chloroplast, Mitochondria, Cell membrane, Nucleus.E) None of these






	Match the organelle with it’s function
Group of answer choices

Packages proteins before they leave the cell
 

           [ Choose ]             Ribosomes             Golgi Complex             Nucleus             Smooth Endoplasmic Reticulum             Cytoskeleton             Mitochondria             Rough Endoplasmic Reticulum         
 


Pulls amino acids together from RNA strand
 

           [ Choose ]             Ribosomes             Golgi Complex             Nucleus             Smooth Endoplasmic Reticulum             Cytoskeleton             Mitochondria             Rough Endoplasmic Reticulum         
 


Syntheses lipids
 

           [ Choose ]             Ribosomes             Golgi Complex             Nucleus             Smooth Endoplasmic Reticulum             Cytoskeleton             Mitochondria             Rough Endoplasmic Reticulum         
 


Syntheses proteins (folds them up)
 

           [ Choose ]             Ribosomes             Golgi Complex…




Create a Study Tool of Eukaryotic cell organelle. Be sure to include both structure (draw or describe) and function of the organelle below.

Plasma membrane (lipid bilayer) 

Nucleus

Nuclear envelope

Nuclear Pore
Spindle Fibers 
Cytoplasm/Cytosol

Rough Endoplasmic Reticulum

Smooth Endoplasmic Reticulum
Golgi body/apparatus

Ribosome

Lysosome

Mitochondria 

Vesicle

Cilia

Flagella

Pseudopodia

Contractile vacuole




What is happening during plasmolysis of walled plant or fungal cells? Describe the process!
a. ……………………………………………………………………………..
 
b. Plasmolysis shows that one type of molecules easily passes the plasma membrane!  This molecule is the one and only   
.....................................................
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	Organelle


Description


Function


Animal, Plant or Both




CELL WALL


 


 


 




CELL MEMBRANE


 


 


 




CYTOPLASM


 


 


 




NUCLEUS


 


 


 




NUCLEAR MEMBRANE


 


 


 




NUCLELOUS


 


 


 




CHROMATIN


 


 


 




ENDOPLASMIC RETICULUM


 


 


 




RIBOSOME


 


 


 




MITOCHONDRIA


 


 


 




VACUOLE


 


 


 




CHLOROPLAST


 


 


 




GOLGI BODY


 


 


 




LYOSOME


 


 


 




CENTRIOLE




For the following organelles or structures identify their functions.1. Mitochondrion –2. Chloroplast –3. Nucleus –4. Golgi apparatus –5. Rough endoplasmic reticulum –6. Lysosome –7. Ribosome –8. Capsule –9. Plasma membrane –10. Cell wall –11. Pili –12. Flagellum –13. Central vacuole –14. Smooth endoplasmic reticulum –15. Nucleolus -




I have a biology question:
prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells BOTH have:
a. An endoplasmic reticulum 
b. Membrane bound nuclei
c. A cell membrane and ribosomes
d. Circular chromosomes
 
match each organelle to its function
lysosome                                                       Contains hydrolytic enzymes
 
mitochondria                                     Site of ATP synthesis in eukaryotic cells
 
round endoplasmic reticulum                 Manufactures new membrane and transports proteins
 
 
Golgi apparatus                                    Modifies and packages cell secretions into vesicles for export
 
 
peroxisome.             In plant and animal cells detoxifies hydrogen peroxide
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